
 

    

     The children will have 2 PE sessions in the Hall each week, led by our Total Sports colleagues. 

The sessions are on Wednesday and Friday mornings. 

The children wear their indoor pumps and no other kit is required. 

 

                                       
         

    
 

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foundation 1 
Teacher – Mrs Reddiex 

Nursery Nurse – Mrs Gray 

 

 

 

Important Days 

 
PE 

The children will have 2 PE sessions in 

the Hall each week, led by our Total 

Sports colleagues. 

The sessions are on Wednesday and 

Friday mornings. 

The children wear their indoor pumps 

and no other kit is required. 

 

Physical Development 

We are working on a one to one with the children on their improving hand control and pencil grip and control. This will involve supporting 

them to know the best way to form letters and to feel good about having a go.  Writing, forming patterns and mark marking in lentils, sand 

trays, foam, gel etc will help children at whatever stage they are to feel confident in their efforts. Carried over from last half term we will 

continue to think about how to keep our bodies healthy and spend a week investigating hand washing to scrub the germs away and look at 

good dental care with the help of some great books such as the Little Princess Wash Your Hands!   

Specific areas: Literacy, Mathematics, Understanding the World, Expressive Arts and 

Design: our small groups will support listening skills and early phonological awareness. 

Activities will include experimenting with voice sounds, musical instruments and environmental 

sounds, learning about rhyme and starting to segment and blend the sounds in words together. 

Mathematics: A big focus on counting, matching quantities of objects or actions to a given 

number and beginning to recognise numerals. This will include lots of everyday challenges and 

focus activities- eg baking biscuits- how many children? how many bowls do we need? 2 spoons 

add one more how many all together? 

RE 
Our RE topic is New Life. We begin by reflecting on our Easter celebrations with our families.  We will think about how Jesus rose from 

the dead and this is a huge source of joy at Easter time. This topic raises issues such as joy, peace, friendship, forgiveness and being 

thankful. We will share Bible stories about Mary Magdalane and talk about the Ascension and why this is important. During our topic we will 

explore our wonderful school woods as nature detectives, in search of signs of seasonal changes.  

to thank God for Jesus during their prayers. We will listen to the story of Jesus appearing to Mary Magdalene and we will begin to think 

about 

why this is important. We will think about the joy and peace that Jesus gave to his disciples and we will learn about when Jesus went back 

to his 

Father in Heaven. During our topic the children will be going on a Spring walk to the woods to look for new life. They will have the chance to 

retell 

the stories and create their own representations of these through drawing, painting and making. 

 
 

                                                           Communication and Language 

Linked to our PUT DOWN THE DRAWBRIDGE and ONCE UPON A TIME Castles topic, we will be reading and retelling many traditional 

stories and rhymes. Getting to know stories really well together, generates wonderful energy in bringing these stories alive. Jack and the 

Beanstalk retold as an action song is a great example. As well as feeding vocabulary and providing a great source of stories and rhymes to 

add to our repertoire, we hope that the children will be inspired with their own Castle Adventure stories and drawings. There will be lots of 

discussions challenging the children to think about then and now- Would you like to live in a castle? What does your home look like? How do 

you keep your home warm? How do people keep warm in a castle? Mrs Diggle will continue to support us with language development as she 

works with children to support their developing skills individually and in small groups 

 

Following children’s interests 

PUT DOWN THE DRAWBRIDGE: our castle will evolve as we go back in time to a world of 

knights, princesses, Kings, Queens, banquets, dragon slaying and flag flying! We will be finding 

out more about how objects have changed and think about the reasons why- for example a 

heavy bunch of castle keys and a modern key ring. We will think about the features of modern 

homes and castles and how we can represent these in construction, drawings and models. 

 

 

 

   Summer 1 2017 

Ways to Help 

Sun Protection: Please ensure that your child stays safe in the sun as the weather improves and we access play and learning outdoors.  

Please apply sun screen before they attend Nursery and provide a name labelled bottle of sunscreen to top up as well as their own sunhat 

(with name label please!). This is especially important if they stay for Kids Time, We will be starting the process of transition planning in 

the second half of this half term. This is an important process in preparing your child to smoothly take the next step in their learning 

journey.  Please look out for information about this on the cloakroom planning board .and share your child’s feelings about this with us, so 

that we can plan any extra support they may need.  

Profiles 
These are a celebration of your 

children’s learning and progress. Please 

support us in making these as full and 

accurate as we can by sharing your 

child’s special moments, achievement’s 

and experiences.  

 
Please feel free to take them home to 

share together and enjoy. A plea 

however to please return them to us.  

Please take a supply of Proud Clouds to 

have ready to capture magic moments.  

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development  

This is our final term together in Nursery and we have developed lovely relationships with each other. We will work with the children on how 

to get along with each other and the importance of taking others views into account. Our role play area the Castle will involve working 

together to make decisions about what we need to enhance it: e.g. do we want to make crowns or dressing up tabards first? We will continue 

to take a step back while supporting children to resolve friendship issues: by sharing how to make their wishes known and the importance of 

listening to the other person’s point of view. There will be some early work to support transitions into full time school and to very gently 

help the children to get to know their new teachers and classroom- e.g. sharing story times in FS2 or making links with other schools if 

appropriate.   
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